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PWC – 24TH ANNUAL CEO SURVEY
UK CEOs plan a ‘no regrets’ recovery
Following the disruption of the past year, a major priority for
UK CEOs is digital transformation. More than three quarters
(77%) of UK CEOs plan to increase their investment in digital
transformation.
Marco Amitrano, Head of Clients and Markets at PwC UK, says:
“Following the challenges of the past year, CEOs are doing all
they can to stabilise their businesses. Prioritising organic growth
and sensible cost efficiency are ‘no regrets’ moves. But in a
period of disruption, where the role of technology has been
more critical than ever, so is digital transformation.”

Click here to find out more

WHAT IS DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION?
And how can your organisation
or business leverage it?

DELIVERING
FUTURE PROOF
SOLUTIONS
Proven strategies that will be vehicles to achieve your business requirements and
create sustainable revenue solutions. By leveraging the digital real estate, and our
sales coaching processes, this will build trust and credibility. We enable your business
to leverage all elements of the digital space, just a great website isn’t good enough
and won’t keep you ahead of the competition. This will be partnered with the right
distribution plan, that will be tailored, bespoke and driven like a DeLorean. Enabling
your business to be agile and reactive to market demands and requirements.

“90% of technology companies
focus on strengthening relationships
with customers by increasing
engagement online”
PwC US Survey

Soar Online has a range of solutions and proven concepts to
deliver. This will ensure your business is top of mind for the consumer
and the businesses that require your solutions. Importantly, this will
create strong referrals which is the most proven form of leads.

DIGITALISING YOUR BUSINESS
80% of our growth will come from 20% of what has
already been achieved. Stage 1 is to create the right
plan, own the digital real estate, identifying immediate
revenue opportunities, and then we will concentrate
on other verticals.
To achieve your business requirements:
•

Client strategy meeting to agree the objectives

•

Creating brand ambassadors, clients and team members/staff

•

The content they currently respond to and engage with

•

Most importantly – where they go online

•

How best to communicate with our target audience

•

How to rapidly build and establish trust and confidence

•

Creating sticky content that inspires people
to share and engage with

•

Getting to the right decision makers, people who
actually want your solutions.

75% of businesses of your clients will be viewing your content via
their mobile device – is your digital real estate mobile friendly?
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OUR APPROACH
We deliver the solutions that will meet your
business requirements.
Proven strategies will be implemented to increase revenues, build the
brand and create engaging integrated marketing that resonates with your
audience. From the first point of contact, through to building relationships and
generating business.
These strategies will take your customers on a journey and leave them with the
complete experience, turning them into brand ambassadors/extended sales
team, ensuring we leverage the right agencies and partnerships.
Working backwards from your end goals and business requirements, our
coaching, training and our fully integrated solution, our expertise and delivery
style will be perfectly placed to deliver these requirements, and achieve your end
goals, working in partnership with you and your team.
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LINKEDIN IS TODAYS BUSINESS CARD
What is the first thing you do if you are having an appointment, a business meeting or visiting a
company? Most people will Google the individual or the organisation. However, most of the time
the first thing that will come up for the individual will be their LinkedIn profile.
Out of the 1000’s of profiles that we have audited, 95% appear like they
are looking for their next job. What impression does this give about the
individual and the organisation they are working for?
One observation is that rather than shouting about what they have done,
they should be communicating what they are doing, or more importantly
what they or your organisation can do for prospective clients.
Let’s face it, people are only interested in a service that benefits them/
their organisation or removes a challenge that they are facing. To the
right is an example of a Google search of our company listing.
Over 6.5 million search results on Google, and LinkedIn is the second
entry, supporting our home page.
The Google Markup of our pages also adds a professional testimony to
what we do for organisations, with 326 5* reviews to back this up.

How is your organisation perceived by its online presence
and social media profiles?
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We have a range of proven concepts and success stories. We have
grown a group for Chamber of Commerce from a few hundred
members to over 2500 in a matter of weeks and can share these
proven concepts for corporates such as HSBC for example and many
more, including how we made £4.7m for a Premiership Football Club
in seven months.
For example, LinkedIn is the only social media site/platfrom where
you can understand the income of your prospective target audience.
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AGILE • REACTIVE • EVOLVING

INTEGRATION PLANNING

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY

In 2020 it was estimated that over 25m users were registered on
LinkedIn in the UK alone, it is the only social media channel where you
can intelligently understand the financial situation of your contacts
and prospects. More importantly, our training and coaching enables
your sales team to profile the current perfect revenue opportunity.
Our programme also provides full scalability around these revenue
opportunities.

MARKETING STRATEGY

To attract the right target audience / demographics
we will need to use specific channels. However, our
simple bar chart illustration summarises our approach.

CONNECTION STRATEGY

HOW?
THE RIGHT
CHANNELS!

Align the right content

DIGITAL
REAL ESTATE

DELIVER A FULL AUDIT –
BUSINESS & MARKETING ASSETS
(online and offline)

YOUR BUSINESS
BUSINESS GOALS & PLANNING

THE WORLD OF
BUSINESS HAS
CHANGED

Never prejudge!

Before March 2020, 90% of organisations and
businesses were well behind the the digital the curve
and what that space could deliver for them.
Businesses and organisations are needing digital
transformation more than ever before.
Some are capitalising from the opportunities COVID-19
has presented. However, most are playing catch-up.
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Click here to find out why

WHO WE’VE WORKED WITH

POSITIONING: GO-TO-MARKET PLAN
C APITAL GROUP

foreign exchange services, professionally delivered

1
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PROVEN CONCEPTS
Some examples of what organisations have gained from using our methods, concepts and training.

GLOBAL
LOGISTICS
COMPANY
• Increased leads on average
by 200 opportunities
per salesperson
• Increased sales revenues
• Competitor customer
acquisition
• Heavily reduced recruitment
costs
• Creation of branded LinkedIn
banners

PREMIER
LEAGUE
FOOTBALL
CLUB
• Secured new sponsorship deal
• Increased sales revenues
by £4.8m in 7 months

SPANISH
LAW
SOCIETY

GLOBAL CAR
RENTAL
FIRM

CHAMBERS
OF
COMMERCE

• 26,000 members

• Increased market share

• Increased membership

• Increased competitor
advantage

• Reduced closing rates by 60%

• Grew a LinkedIn group
by 2,000 members

• 3 new locations within
6 months

• Gained clients nationally
and internationally

• Better business
communication

• Number 1 engaged football
club on LinkedIn
• Presented the outcomes
at the International Sports
Summit

• Training across Europe unified
sales message

OTHER INDUSTRIES WE HAVE WORKED WITH
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• Financial/FinTech

• Charities/charity sector

• Recruitment

• Healthcare

• Manufacturing

• Local authorities

• Property & lettings

• Insurance/InsuranceTech

• Construction

• Pharmaceuticals

• Accountancy

• Engineering

• Colleges & universities

• Professional services
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FEEDBACK FROM OUR TRAINING
Actually seeing what LinkedIn can
be used for, I always thought it was a
recruitment tool

Having the right profile is essential.
Professionalism is key to project the
right image

How widely used LinkedIn is and
how easy it can be to connect with
potential customers

The ability to contact with people via
other contacts to increase my profile
strength

The awesome power of LinkedIn

A more structured way of building
your new customer network through
existing customers who use LinkedIn

Great tool to find decision makers
and prospects
Having a set template for our profiles
is brilliant, gives uniformity to the page
and clarifies what is and isn’t needed
Having a LinkedIn profiles after never
using it before
How important it is to have ‘the right
profile’
Now I am able to connect with people
I couldn’t previously connect with, due
to company policy of not being able to
give names out

Having used LinkedIn for a while it’s
good to see what I was doing right
but more importantly what I was
doing wrong and how to leverage the
information to my requirements
Learning how it can be an effective
tool to find prospective new customers
- connecting with them as well as
existing customers - who else do they
connect with etc
That it can also be used as a
prospecting tool for the AE’s and
potentially negate the need for cold
calling in the future
It will give me greater visibility within
my territory
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Cold calling can be a thing of the past,
a good profile can attract leads easily
It’s not about me, (C.V. etc.) it’s about
what I can offer and demonstrate
within my enhanced profile
Make more use of customer referrals
Using the groups feature will help
with prospecting in my territory
How it can be a very effective tool prior
to any meeting to learn more about
who you are meeting, what makes you
tick
For me I have not really used LinkedIn
at all. Also, my biggest takeaway was
seeing how brilliant it actually is. A
fantastic session that opened my eyes
to a whole new world (dare I say easy)
prospecting. It was not only enjoyable
but so informative and I am excited to
see what leads this brings
Understanding how LinkedIn works
and how we can benefit from this new
way of cold calling which hopefully will
make our lives easier.

This is a whole new world - a different
way of connecting, and what a way to
prospect using all the search functions
available at territory level, job title,
company, individuals and group level
and this helps to reduce corrupt selling
time by identifying decision makers
earlier in the sales cycle
The main takeaway for me is actually
having a LinkedIn profile that looks
professional
Looking forward to using the ‘Groups’
feature
Lead generation by searching job titles
in my territory
Searching for ‘Groups’ and finding key
decision makers - this is a great way of
connecting
LinkedIn will only work if we utilise
the tool as instructed. The benefits
will come once we start connecting
with more people and utilising the
powers of testimonials, referrals and
recommendations

SEO WEBSITE TRAFFIC
& LEADS REVENUE
CASE STUDY

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Below plots the history of Eventmasters website traffic following
engagement of Soar Online in 2016
Challenges
The remit for Soar Online was to increase the
number of enquiries received from organic website
visitors and thus increase the number of sales
contributable to internet searches
Prior to engaging Soar Online in 2016, there were
very few incoming enquiries for Eventmasters… that
was about to change.

How Soar Online Helped
The first task was to get to know the client.
Understanding the client’s business is vital. Once we
had a full understanding of the products offered the
next step was to research Eventmasters’ competitors
and get to know their strengths and weaknesses.
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The summer months are the busiest for the sporting
calendar and much of Eventmasters’ focus was on
the Horse Racing calendar. Eventmasters are official
hospitality suppliers for most major horse racing
venues such as Ascot and Cheltenham Racecourses.
When Eventmasters came on board as a client of Soar
Online, they were receiving approximately 250 visitors
per month to their website. (July 2015 233 visitors)
By July 2020 that figure has gown to 18,117 organic
visitors as a direct result of the SEO work undertaken
by Soar Online.

Comparison with Competitors
It is important to measure the growth of Eventmasters
alongside their organic competitors. We can see here
that that Eventmasters have remained ‘ahead of the
pack’ through 2019, 2020 and into 2021.

event
masters
“The sustained growth in website traffic
has positioned our business as an online
leader in corporate hospitality – we now
receive regular sales leads every day.
It is incredible how Soar Online maintain
growth the number of website visitors,
month on month keeping us ahead of our
competitors”
Mark Sheasby, Director,
Eventmasters

Comparison with Competitors

Source of Traffic

Part of Soar Online’s job is to ensure that Eventmasters rank well for
their chosen keywords.

It is important for Soar Online to ensure that Eventmasters remain ahead
of their competitors. Part of that involves monitoring where the competitors
website traffic is generated. Organic website traffic generated through search
engine optimisation (SEO), is proven to convert at a much higher rate that
paid traffic. We can see here that Eventmasters receives significantly higher
organic website traffic than their competitor.

It is also important to ensure that Eventmasters remain visible for as
many of their competitor’s keywords as possible.
The more keywords Eventmasters rank for, the more visible they will
be online! We can see here that Eventmasters rank for more ‘topic’
keywords than their competitors and are visible for a large portion of
their competitors’ keywords.

Top Traffic Source
It is important to monitor competitors’ website traffic to see ho9w they are
generating traffic. This gives Eventmasters an opportunity to step into that
‘digital area’ if they wish.
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Growth Year on Year

The Future

Eventmasters has enjoyed year on year growth under the
stewardship of Soar Online.

The Coronavirus pandemic has affected all businesses since early 2020 and the
events/hospitality industry has been affected as badly as any. Soar Online and
Eventmasters recognise the need for change and in early 2021 Eventmasters
launched a new website with new and innovative SEO strategies to deal with the
changing digital landscape.

2016-2017 saw a growth of 31% in Organic Traffic and 267%
in the number of websites linking back to their website (domain
backlinks).

2017-2018 saw a growth of 186% in Organic Traffic and 47%
in the number of websites linking back to their website (domain
backlinks).

Eventmasters are now selling hospitality packages for all major events in 2022 and
the first campaign was Aintree’s Grand National. With careful planning and a new
plan to ‘Digitalise the Business’, Eventmasters website received record numbers
of visitors for this event. During the weekend of the Grand National Eventmasters
received over 16000 page views from 6,996 new visitors to their website.

2018-2019 saw a growth of 101% in Organic Traffic and 93%
in the number of websites linking back to their website (domain
backlinks).

Next Up …Royal Ascot
Planning has already started for Royal Ascot in June and an internet search for
‘Royal Ascot Hospitality Packages’ see Eventmasters well ahead of their competitors
in the search engine rankings
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CASE STUDIES
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We deliver global sales strategies and proven business
growth for a range of organisations including FedEx and TNT.

BRIEF FOR FEDEX/TNT
The objective was to focus on:

PROTECT THE BRAND

REVENUE

RECRUITMENT

• Professional brand representation

• Lead generation

• Talent acquisition

• No cold calling Referrals/inbound leads

• Supporting sales managers

Alignment of customer base
• The perfect LinkedIn profile (10/10)

Retention of customers

• Sales training & support

• Customers know who to call

• Increased exposure & awareness

• Keeping customers updated – posts etc
Intelligent/up-to-date database

• Regional talent resourcing
• Watch video here
• This LinkedIn post reached 4,000 views
and heavily reduced recruitment costs.

Each of our deliveries/interventions are bespoke and tailored for that territory,
demographic and sales individuals.
From proving the concept of the beta test that we carried out over a 6 month period,
with Robert Wilson’s team in north of the UK, we now have a formula that we can roll
out for the rest of the UK and Europe.
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LEAD GENERATION
We were approached by the
Global Managing Director for
FedEx to assist on the recent
acquisition of TNT and to design
and develop a sales strategy
for the two iconic brands sales
teams coming together.

We started with 12 Sales Managers and their teams
which was over a 120 salespeople. Reporting directly
to the Managing Director and the Vice President.
The Challenge
Coordinating training for 120 salespeople across 3 different
countries. Creating and delivering a sales solution for a range of skill
sets and abilities. Organising support and ongoing training for all
sales teams. Achieving results in a very competitive market place.
Solution
Training and upskilling 120 people, coordinating and delivering
training across three countries, auditing individual sales targets
and plans. Organising training for 12 Sales Managers and their
teams which included one on one group training followed by
6 months support.
Results
All 120 salespeople completed our training and are regularly using
our sales strategies. Successfully supported the sales teams over
a 3 month period which has been extended. Increased lead
generation on average by 200 leads/opportunities per salesperson.
Creating a sustainable competitive advantage over the competition.
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“I would highly recommend working with
Mark’s bespoke pool of talent, or keep on
wasting time on cold calling! Working with
Mark and his team has really given us a
sustainable, competitive advantage,
surpassing our expectations within the
first four weeks of delivery.”
Robert Wilson, Managing Director,
FedEx & TNT

IMMEDIATE RESULTS
Hi Mark, I hope your week has gone
well I have heard great feedback from
all of the northern team ... just a bit
of feedback from you whilst I am sat
here watching Corrie thought I would
do a bit of targeted connecting as it
happens the person I want to connect
with hasn’t connected yet in terms of
a conversation but a connection of
his has seen our interaction and look!
It works! Smiling now! Can’t wait to
share with the team... :)
This is just the start!
Sharon Arcus😀
Sales Manager, TNT
(Received 5 Oct 2017, 8:58 pm after Corrie)
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EXTENDED BENEFITS
Hi Mark. I just can’t believe the
power of LinkedIn. My post has had
over 3,000 views and I’m getting likes
from all over the world and so many
requests from people to link. Fantastic
exposure for me! Its brilliant... And
thank you so much for the champagne
award for one of the most improved
profiles. Fab
Su Quirk😀
Account Executive, FedEx Express

This was only a couple of months of
using LinkedIn, as Su had never had a
profile before.
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FEDEX AND TNT CONNECTING
MORE PEOPLE AND POSSIBILITIES
This training/process in total is producing 1000’s of opportunities

For example, 85 extra connections x 120 sales people = 10,200 opportunities
Delivered in just over 4 weeks
With the success in the UK, we were asked to deliver a similar programme in Germany.
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A WIN-WIN SCENARIO
An example of a customer growing their business from FedEx getting more professional with their profile
Phillip Haslam is one of the directors at RTG Automotive
who are a eCommerce reseller of car brakes and parts.
The customer is sending on average 85 shipments daily with FedEx and after at
a recent FedEx/TNT handover meeting with both myself and Mark Hindle in the
N8 team, we then connected with Phil but also had a generic conversion about
LinkedIn. We discussed the presence of FedEx and other large corporations have
on the platform and the value of social networking.
Phil called me two weeks later to advise that he had been viewing our profiles and
was blown away by the professionalism of ours and decided to work on his own.
Phil had been trying to get hold of a particular new supplier for months by email,
telephone and had no response – A quick LinkedIn request, followed by messages
resulted in RTG gaining a contract with this supplier which in turn has new
product lines being added to RTG catalogue this has had a knock-on effect, in an
additional 25 cons a day for FedEx and Phillip’s forecast is that this volume with
the supplier will grow YOY.

Neil Smith
Senior Account Executive
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“A quick
LinkedIn request,
followed by
messages resulted
in RTG
gaining a contract
with this supplier”
Result = 750 more
consignments per month

THE IMPORTANCE OF A
PROFESSIONAL PROFILE
A prime example of an opportunity
One of DHL’s biggest customers in Northern Ireland viewed one
of FedEx’s professional LinkedIn profiles. This was because of the
online activity being carried out following training delivered about
LinkedIn.
SendMyBag.com is a luggage courier delivery service sending
parcels worldwide. After seeing the professionalism of the FedEx
LinkedIn profile, contact was made with the FedEx representative
via LinkedIn messaging.
SendMyBag.com currently spend $750,000 a year with DHL.
However, they are now trialling $50,000 worth of logistics with
FedEx, with a view to move all their account over to FedEx.
This is all because of LinkedIn.
This is another prime example of revenue opportunities that can
be identified using LinkedIn.
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Result = $750,000
sales opportunity

EXAMPLES OF SUCCESS IN
REVENUE/OPPORTUNITY TERMS:
Revenues:

Current opportunities:

‘Hi Mark, I hope your week has gone well I have heard great feedback

I’ve had a £48k pa opportunity I’m currently working on for my new patch purely from

from all of the northern team .. just a bit of feedback from you whilst

LinkedIn.

I am sat here watching Corrie thought I would do a bit of targeted

County Batteries in NG17
Rob Sanders
Account Executive – Gareth Winn’s Team

connecting as it happens the person I want to connect with hasn’t
connected yet in terms of a conversation but a connection of his has
seen our interaction and look! It works! Smiling now! Can’t wait to share
with the team…’
The lead was company in Northern Ireland, now using FedEx which
is worth $100,000 PA

After the training I used the knowledge gained and managed to find a
contact that I couldn’t get hold of through the traditional methods. This

Just received contact via LinkedIn from someone that used to be at Arriva Bus & Coach
who has now gone to Alliance transport they have just set up a new distribution centre in
Normanton so I have sent the contact details to Tyler. If it’s anything like the volumes Arriva
used to ship it could be worth £100k pa.
Martin Sevier
Account Executive – Gareth Winn’s Team

contact then contacted me after I LinkedIn in with him and the person

Just in the last month I have gained 7 leads and passed on further 4 leads, for example

is still trading with FedEx which is worth around $120,000 PA

one I passed on to Mark Hindle, Start-up business that wants a company to support his

SKS Beds 120k
Steve Halewood
Account Executive – Martin Griffith’s Team (at the time the business
was gained)

growth and choose fedex from a post I shared. Opening up various branches across north
west opening up other opportunities for other AEs Currently working on an opportunity
from LinkedIn circa 9000 parcels in December then dropping to 1500 parcels a month.
Door Knocked they recognised your face etc.. You looked at me on LinkedIn etc etc
Su Quirk
Account Executive – Paul Haniak’s Team
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LINKEDIN PERSONAL BRANDING

2

10

10
10

10
10

90% of UK profiles would score less than 3/10
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WHAT SUCCESS LOOKS LIKE
Buddy Media Sells to Salesforce for $745m
VP of Sales puts the acquisition of customers
down to LinkedIn – how’s your LinkedIn
strategy looking?
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Even in competitive environments such as Premiership
football clubs, we successfully delivered outstanding results.

BUSINESS GROWTH
West Bromwich Albion is one of
the most successful football clubs
in the West Midlands, and the
only Midlands club to be in the
Premiership.

What we did?
A global strategy which includes social media optimisation and
commercial strategy using social media platforms.
Our work was the catalyst for a JV with the Indian government in
Delhi, to inspire a million children to play football.
Through our direct involvement we increased:
• £4.8m plus in revenues (ROI 266.7%)
• New sponsorship deals in new markets
• Strategy to generate additional income utilising social media
• Optimise the social media strategy increasing the engagement to
the highest in the Premiership
• Increased Facebook likes from 30,000 to over 100,000 with a 20%
engagement. The top five clubs including Manchester United,
Chelsea, Liverpool have a less than 5% engagement
• Leveraged LinkedIn for sustainable commercial revenues, and a
live database that added £350k to the bottom line

“Firstly, until we met with Mark and his Team WBA
had no concept or real presence in relation to a social
media profile. Mark and his team were instrumental
in identifying the opportunities for our organisation
to promote itself in the most effective way by using
social media platforms and then building our
online presence. WBA as an organisation has now
developed a strategy, presence and following second
to none. Mark and his Team have been able to guide
me and the Team at WBA to commercially leverage
our social media profile. More recently, this has
culminated in an innovative project with India and
the potential to engage with one million young people
through the WBA Foundation.
We have a long-standing relationship with Mark and
his Team and see them as a strategic partner in
maximising this medium.”
Adrian Wright, President of The Black Country
Chamber Board Member of West Bromwich Albion
Football Club
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RECOMMENDATIONS

“Firstly, until we met with Mark and his Team
WBA had no concept or real presence in
relation to a social media profile. Mark and
his Team were instrumental in identifying the
opportunities for our organisation to promote
itself in the most effective way by using social
media platforms and then building our online
presence. WBA as an organisation has now
developed a strategy, presence and following
second to none. Mark and his Team have
been able to guide me and the Team at WBA
to commercially leverage our social media
profile. More recently, this has culminated
in an innovative project with India and the
potential to engage with one million young
people through the WBA Foundation.
We have a long-standing relationship with
Mark and his Team and see them as a strategic
partner in maximising this medium.”
Adrian Wright, President of The Black Country Chamber
Board Member of West Bromwich Albion Football Club
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“The training session has inspired me
not only to do something about my own
profile but to also share what I learnt.
I now appreciate the impact that working
with Marks team effectively can have on
our organisation.
I can’t recommend this training session and
the trainer himself enough, Marks style is
energetic and engaging, the training was a
lot to take in, but full of some real gems”
Linzi Johnston, Head of Retail
and Skill Shop Network at People 1st

“Mark has opened my eyes to the power
of LinkedIn and social media. As a former
sceptic, Mark’s engaging and informative
training along with practical demonstrations
really drove home the commercial
importance of utilising these platforms in the
manner they should be. I’ll be back again!
If you’re business is important to you, Mark
teaches the stuff you need to learn.”
Craig Best, Business Development Director at Europcar

CORE SERVICES
Digital

Social Media

Business Elevation

Web strategy

Business Requirements & Growth
Delivered via Social Media
Social Media Planning
Social Media Training
LinkedIn Gurus
Social Media Apprenticeships
Design & Build of Social Media Academic
Qualifications
Complete Social Media Management
Recruitment
Community Management & Engagement
Social Media Promotions, Competitions, Apps
Bespoke Content Creation
Competitive Analysis
Social Content Creation
Community Recruitment
Blogging / Vlogging Creation & Management
Custom Channel/Profile Creation
Social Videos

Business Development Planning
Data Analytics
Marketing Plans
Sales Strategies
Sales Training
On-going Sales Support
Lead Generation
Effective Social Selling
Psychological Profiling
Sales Team Management
Individual Specialist Sales Training
Competitor Peer Analysis
Sales Team Auditing
Performance Reviews
Market Research & Testing

SEO/PPC
User Experience (UX)
User Journey (UJ)
User Interface (UI)
Planning
Design & Development
Digital Art Direction & Design
Responsive Web Development & Build
- Bespoke CMS Platform
- Proficient in C#, PHP, Java, HTML, CSS,
C++, Jango, Python, Angular
E-commerce Solutions
Video / Moving Image
HTML5 Online Animated Advertising
Global Management Systems
Booking Management Systems
Online Training Tools
Email Campaign Design / Management
Apps / Web Apps
Penetration Testing
Internal Comms Solutions
CRM/Marketing Automation Integration
Bespoke Software & CRM Solutions
SMS
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GIVE YOUR BUSINESS
SOME ALTITUDE

t: 0345 207 3727
e: simon@soaronline.co.uk

